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Complete Web Monitoring: Watching your visitors, performance, communities, and competitorsO'Reilly, 2009
Do you really understand your online presence? Are you confident that visitors can use your website? Do you know their motivations? How do online communities perceive your company? To innovate and adapt your business quickly, you must know the answers to these questions. Complete Web Monitoring demonstrates how to measure every aspect of your web...
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Windows System Programming (4th Edition) (Addison-Wesley Microsoft Technology Series)Addison Wesley, 2010
“If you’re writing a native Win32 program or just want to know what the OS is really doing underneath, you need John’s book. He covers the stuff that real systems programmers absolutely must know. Recommended.” 

–Chris Sells, Microsoft Corporation
...
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Embedded CAddison Wesley, 2002

	For people who are about to write their first embedded program - or have been struggling to learn about this important area - this book will save weeks of effort.


	This book provides a ‘hardware-free’ introduction to embedded software for

	people who:


	 Already know how to write software for...
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12 Essential Skills for Software ArchitectsAddison Wesley, 2011


	As you start reading this book, I hope you are prepared to keep an open

	mind and are willing to try some new approaches to your daily life.





	My name is Dave Hendricksen, and I have the privilege of being a software

	architect for Thomson Reuters, where the focus of my work is on producing

	intelligent legal...
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Agile Software DevelopmentAddison Wesley, 2001
This book is written for the more experienced
audience. The book does not contain procedures to
follow to develop software; in fact, core to the book is
the concept that every technique has limitations.
Therefore, it is impossible to name one best and
correct way to develop software. Ideally, the book
helps you reach...
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JavaServer Pages, Second EditionAddison Wesley, 2003
Since being introduced in 1999, JavaServer Pages™ (JSP) have become a popular and important technology for building dynamic, interactive, content-rich Web sites. JavaServer Pages™, Second Edition is a hands-on guide to working with JSP, offering the easiest and most efficient ways for non-programmers and Web...
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TSP: Leading a Development Team (The SEI Series in Software Engineering)Addison Wesley, 2005

	Leaders of software-development projects face many challenges. First, you must produce a quality product on schedule and on budget. Second, you must foster and encourage a cohesive, motivated, and smoothly operating team. And third, you must maintain a clear and consistent focus on short- and long-term goals, while exemplifying quality...
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Developing Scalable Series 40 Applications : A Guide for Java Developers (Nokia Mobile Developer)Addison Wesley, 2004
The First Official End-To-End  Solutions Guide for Every Nokia Series 40 Developer

Nokia's Series 40 Developer Platform gives Java developers  access to the world's highest-volume, fastest-growing, and most exciting mobile  markets. Nokia sells close to 100 million units...
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ARM Architecture Reference ManualAddison Wesley, 2000
The ARM architecture is the industry's leading 16/32-bit embedded RISC processor solution.  ARM Powered microprocessors are  being routinely designed into a wider range of products than any other 32-bit processor.  This wide applicability is made possible by the ARM architecture, resulting in optimal system solutions at the crossroads of high...
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Inside Internet Security: What Hackers Don't Want You To KnowAddison Wesley, 2000
This book is a practical guide for anyone designing or administering a corporate  or e-business network that runs across a number of platforms via the Internet.  It will arm systems administrators with a thorough understanding of the problems  of network security and their solutions, and thus help realize the tremendous  potential of e-business....
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Cocoa Programming Developer's HandbookAddison Wesley, 2010
The Cocoa programming environment—Apple’s powerful set of clean, object-oriented APIs—is increasingly becoming the basis of almost all contemporary Mac OS X development. With its long history of constant refinement and improvement, Cocoa has matured into a sophisticated programming environment that can make...
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C Interfaces and Implementations: Techniques for Creating Reusable SoftwareAddison Wesley, 1996

	Programmers are inundated with information about application programming interfaces, or APIs. Yet, while most programmers use APIs and the libraries that implement them in almost every application they write, relatively few create and disseminate new, widely applicable, APIs. Indeed, programmers seem to prefer to “roll their own”...
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